INTRODUCTION
The current rage of activity in superconductivity research and tantalizing hints of room-temperature superconductors have sent researchers worldwide scurrying in search of clever uses for superconductive materials. In our own scurrying we investigated the theoretical properties of an ideal superconducting coaxial cable (see FIGURE 1) for the transmission of information over large distances (many kilometers). We found that at 100 GHz bandwidth the intrinsic attenuation along such a cable is on the order of .1 dB per kilometer. Furthermore, for a given cable, the loss is proportional to the square of the frequency. Thus, at 10GHz, one could expect losses on the order of 10 −3 dB/km. This low loss, coupled with a generous signal to noise ratio, provides bit rates of 100Gbit/sec over more than 600 kilometers. At 10Gbit/sec the distance increases to over 60,000 kilometers: about 1.5 times the earth's circumference. Such a highbandwidth, extremely low-loss electronic transmission medium might be of interest for very long distance repeaterless communications. In addition, since efficient means of tapping coaxial media already exist, local area network applications with in excess of 10 4 users could be supported in principle.
As a means of realizing such a system, consider an idealized coaxial cable wherein the inner and outer conductors are separated by free space. Such a structure seems implausible since the inner conductor must be mechanically supported. Thus, the more usual structure in which the space between the inner and outer conductors was filled with some rigid material was considered. Unfortunately, the insertion of even the best solid dielectrics (i.e. quartz or teflon) produces losses on the order of 1000 dB/km at 100 GHz. Cleverness such as using only a thin fin of dielectric for support is ineffective in greatly reducing loss. Thus, some other means of mechanical support was sought.
Since superconductors expel all magnetic flux from their interior (Meissner effect) and also offer zero resistance to D.C. current flow, we then investigated the possibility of magnetically suspending the inner conductor. We found that the passage of D.C. current along the inner conductor would be sufficient to stably hold the inner conductor in place with magnetic forces: as if by magic (see FIGURE 1) . The result is a superconducting coaxial cable with high bandwidth and extremely low loss.
INSERT FIGURE 1
We begin with a brief introduction to the relevant superconductor properties followed by a review of the lumped-element model for coaxial transmission lines. With this background we will calculate the expected losses for ideal and dielectric-filled superconducting coaxial lines. Magnetic levitation of the inner conductor will then be introduced. To help evaluate the efficacy of a superconducting coaxial cable as a communications channel, we will then consider the allowable transmission power from which a signal to noise ratio may be obtained.
A BRIEF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY PRIMER
For the new superconductors, any detailed discussion of theoretical properties is partly anecdotal since very little is known about these new materials. In addition, the physics of even the well known superconductive materials is sufficiently complex that their inclusion here was deemed inappropriate. Thus, we make a number of simplifying assumptions about the new superconductors and the application we propose. The reader desiring more depth is referred to [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
For example, we assume that the new superconductor properties are sufficiently similar to those of previously known superconductors so much of the same theory is applicable. We will also assume that the material is homogeneous (unlike present materials [6, 7] ) and that it is never driven into a "mixed" state wherein non-superconducting regions are formed in the material. Consider now a basic macroscopic model of superconducting materials which will allow a quantitative examination of superconductor properties.
The London Two-Fluid Model
The basic idea of the London 2-fluid model [5] is straightforward. Two types of charge carriers are presumed in superconducting materials: normal electrons which experience lossy collisions and superconducting electrons (Cooper-pairs) which do not.
The current carried by both types of electrons in a given electric field may be derived from Newton's law F =ma. The normal electrons experience an effective viscous drag force of νv _ n opposite to their directions of motion where v _ n is the average velocity of the normal electrons and ν is a viscous drag coefficient. (Newton-sec/meter). All electrons experience a force of −qE when placed in an electric field E (−q is the charge of an electron) so that the total force acting on the normal electrons is then
where m is the electron mass. If we assume that the normal electrons are rapidly accelerated to the point where the viscous drag exactly cancels the force exerted by the electric field, we have
The current density is given by J n =−qn n (T)v _ n where n n (T) is the normal electron density as a function of temperature,T. Thus,
which is the usual Ohm's law.
The corresponding relation for the superconducting electrons is found similarly. Since the electrons experience no viscous drag we obtain
where n sc (T) is the density of superconducting electrons as a function of temperature. Equation (4) may be viewed as Ohm's law for superconductors and resembles the relation between voltage and current through an inductor with L sc =θ sc −1 (T). The temperature dependence of θ sc and σ n is given by [1, 5] ,
where T c is the superconducting transition temperature (
superconductors [8] [9] [10] ). The value of σ n 0 has been found to be ∼ ∼10 5 mho/m for the YBaCuO superconductors [7, 8, 10] .
Armed with equations (3), (4) and (5) a set of useful relations may be derived from Maxwell's equations. For the sake of brevity, most are simply listed rather than derived. All expressions given can be found in [1] .
The propagation constant, k, in a superconducting material is given by,
The depth to which electromagnetic fields may penetrate (skin depth) is then defined as
For normal conductors where θ sc (T)=0 and σ n (T) is assumed large, the skin depth is √  2/ωµσ n (T) . For superconductors θ sc is the dominant term in equation (6) . Thus, using
equation (5), we find λ to be
where λ 0 ∼ ∼10 −7 m [8, 10] . Since λ(T) is small and approximately independent of frequency, we see that superconductors exclude virtually all magnetic field from their interior (even at ω=0).
This property, known as the Meissner effect, is one of the tests for true superconductivity [1, 2, 3, 5] .
The intrinsic impedance (surface impedance) of the material, η, may be found by taking the ratio of the electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation [11, 12] . Written in terms of λ(T) (for superconductors) we have
Typically, µ ∼ ∼µ 0 for superconductors in the normal state.
Superconductor Model Limitations
Of course there are various limitations. One such limitation is on the frequency of field variation, f. The energy, 2∆ gap required to decouple the superconductive paired electrons is on the order of 25 to 30 meV for the YBaCuO superconductors [13] . Thus, photons of frequency f gap =2∆ gap / h (where h is Planck's constant) would drive the superconductor completely normal. For frequencies f>f gap /10, the superconductive properties begin to degrade so that for the YBaCuO superconductors, the maximum usable frequency is on the order of 1THz.
Another limitation is on the magnitude of the field to be expelled. Above the critical field, type II superconductors begin to support magnetic flux through their bulk and eventually revert to their non-superconducting state [1] [2] [3] . Present measurements of the critical field, H c 1 , for the YBaCuO superconductors give H c 1 ∼ ∼.08 Tesla [8, 10] . The expected theoretical bulk B c 1 can be calculated using the relation [1] 
which is derived from thermodynamic arguments (Φ 0 =2.069×10 −15 Tesla meter 2 ). The measured value of κ ranges from 40≤κ≤150 [8, 10, 14] for the YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ superconductor. Setting λ(T)=10 −7 m we obtain which is in agreement with observed behavior.
SUPERCONDUCTING COAXIAL CABLE

Lumped Element Model for Coaxial Cable
Consider a coaxial cable with circular cross-section. We assume only radial electric fields during transmission (TEM propagation). If the frequency of operation, f, is constrained by
where c is the speed of propagation along the cable and a and b are the inner and outer conductor radii respectively, then only one solution to the field equations (mode) will propagate in the cable [12] . This fundamental mode (TEM mode) has the property that in the absence of loss, a brief but band-limited voltage pulse will propagate along the cable without distortion. This feature is attractive from the standpoint of information transmission over long distances.
Given that f satisfies equation (11), a lumped element transmission line model may be used [11] with C the capacitance per unit length of the cable, G the shunt conductance per unit length through the dielectric, L the inductance per unit length. V (x) the voltage between the conductors, and I (x) the current. Z sc is the intrinsic impedance of the conductor multiplied by a geometric factor.
The values of these parameters in terms of a, b and the material properties are given by
Z sc = η 2π
The values, tanδ, µ 0 , ε and are defined as the loss tangent of the dielectric, the permeability and the permittivity, respectively. These values are tabulated for various materials at different frequencies [15] .
If solutions of the form I (z,t), V (z,t)=Ae kz e jωt are assumed then a relation between k and the model parameters can be obtained [11] ;
The real part of k determines the loss of signal energy and the imaginary part of k determines the delay experienced by different frequency components of the signal (delay spread). Both loss and delay spread can induce distortion (i.e., pulse spreading) in a signal travelling along the cable. Such pulse spreading reduces the number of pulses which can be sent during a given time period which effectively reduces the bandwidth of the cable for a given length.
Unsupported Inner Conductor
If the inner conductor of FIGURE 1 is assumed to float in free space then the loss tangent tanδ disappears. The propagation constant is then given by
The expression for η (equation (8)) may be approximated by noting that ωε< <σ n (T) and ωσ n (T)µλ 2 (T)< <1. The assumption leads to an expression for the loss factor, α=Re[k ],
and phase factor,
Since β varies linearly with ω to a first approximation, the structure exhibits no delay spread.
To remove the dependence of equation (18) on physical dimensions a and b we assume single mode operation at frequency ω max so that by equation (11),
We then choose b / a =3.6 for minimum loss [12] , use equation (20) and include the temperature dependence given in equations (5) and (7). Equation (18) then becomes,
In FIGURE 2 we plot the loss, e α , in dB/kilometer versus frequency for various maximum frequencies, ω max . The temperature, T is assumed to be T c /2 (see caption for further details). For ω max =2π×10 11 rad/sec we see the maximum loss of ∼ ∼0.1dB/km occurs at the maximum frequency of 100GHz. If we assume a Gaussian pulse propagates along the cable, a related figure of merit is the distance at which the pulsewidth doubles. For the parameters of FIGURE 2, ω max =2π×10 11 and pulsewidth 10 −11 seconds (100Gbit/sec), the pulse may travel ∼ ∼1200km before doubling in width. 1 This maximum useful distance is plotted versus ω max in FIGURE 3.
INSERT FIGURE 2 INSERT FIGURE 3
For comparison, the much greater loss versus frequency characteristic for copper coaxial cable is provided in FIGURE 4.
INSERT FIGURE 4 3.3 Inner Conductor Supported by Dielectric
In this case the shunt conductance G is nonzero at high frequency. If we assume negligible loss in the conductor we obtain
The loss factor due to the dielectric, α dielectric is then
For a good dielectric like teflon with a loss tangent ∼ ∼ 6×10 −4 (1 → 100 GHz) and a relative dielectric constant of ∼ ∼2 [15] , α dielectric =ω×1.41×10 −12 . For ω max =2π×100GHz, α dielectric is approximately 69,000 times greater than the intrinsic loss of the superconducting cable at best. For a 10GHz cable (ω max =2π×10GHz), this ratio increases by a factor of 100. It is readily seen that to decrease the dielectric loss by simply using less dielectric would be difficult. For a cable with outer conductor radius 1mm, reduction of the amount of dielectric by a factor of 69,000 results in a supporting dielectric fin 0.023µm thick. Even if such a thin slice of material could support the inner conductor, other effects such as the tendency of the wave front propagating down the cable to be directed into the dielectric due to the lower propagation speed in the dielectric, will increase the loss and favor dispersion. Thus, the insertion of any solid dielectric severely degrades the performance of the superconducting cable. 
SUPPORT WITHOUT A DIELECTRIC
Magnetic Levitation
So as to avoid the insertion of a lossy dielectric support, we wish to levitate the inner conductor of a coaxial cable in a magnetic field. By passing a D.C. current through the inner conductor, circular magnetic flux lines between the inner and outer conductors are trapped (FIGURE 1). Any movement away from center of the inner conductor will compress flux lines. Since magnetic flux lines resist compression (qualitatively), a restoring force is generated which tends to float the inner conductor. The model of FIGURE 1 is treated analytically in Appendix A. However, let us consider a simplified problem from which we can obtain some intuition and (quantitative results if necessary).
Consider a current line of magnitude I located between (and running parallel to) two superconducting plates separated by 2d. The superconducting plates will not permit any magnetic flux normal to their surfaces. This boundary condition may be met conceptually using the method of images [1] to place an infinite set of image currents each with magnitude I as shown in FIGURE 5.
INSERT FIGURE 5
Notice that the direction of the image currents alternate as y increases or decreases. Also notice that current lines travelling in the same direction are separated by 4d independent of ∆, the deviation of the original current line from y =0. Thus, we could consider the arrangement of FIGURE 5 as two interwoven "combs" of oppositely directed currents An intuitive feel for the force exerted on the real current line may be obtained by noting that current lines carrying oppositely-directed currents repel [17] whereas current lines carrying current in the same direction attract. These repulsive and attractive forces have a 1 / r dependence for this axially symmetric geometry. If the tines of the two combs are equidistant then no net force results. If, however, the real current is moved away from y =0, then the mutually repulsive combs are brought closer together and a restoring force is generated. Thus, we might expect zero force at zero displacement from center and that this force will increase toward ∞ as the current combs grow closer together (r→0).
A further observation may be made by considering that superconductors may only withstand limited magnetic field intensities before entering the mixed state or reverting to normal. The field intensity at the surface of the current line is infinite (r =0). Thus, we might expect that if we are to avoid exceeding a given maximum magnetic field (B max ) the amount of current passed through the line must be decreased as the line is brought closer to the superconducting plates.
The qualitative effect of this assumption on the force vs. displacement curve would be to drive it toward zero rather than ∞ as the line is brought into contact with the superconducting plate. So in total, we should expect an initial increase in restoring force as the line is moved away from center (∆=0) peaking at some critical value and then returning to zero as ∆→d.
Our qualtitative suspicions are verified by calculation of the exact relation between force and displacement for a cylindrical conductor in a cylindrical shell (Appendix A). Plots of the corresponding force vs. displacement characteristics for various inner/outer conductor ratios, γ, are shown in FIGURES 6&7.
INSERT FIGURE 6
For a coaxial cable with b =0.79mm, a =.22mm (100GHz maximum frequency, γ=1/3.6), ∆=0.079mm, (10% displacement from center) and an assumed critical field of B max =0.06 Tesla, the maximum restoring force is 0.21 newton/meter. Thus, with a weight of ∼ ∼.01N/m 3 the inner conductor can be kept well within a 10% displacement from center and requires 0.013 Tesla to be kept at exactly 10%.
INSERT FIGURE 7 4.2 Levitation From Initial Rest
With no D.C. current flowing, most of the inner conductor of the cable will rest against the outer conductor. This raises the question of how the inner conductor can be levitated into place from initial rest. The magnetic field imposed upon the inner conductor when current is applied varies from infinity at the first point of contact between the inner and outer conductors to under B c 1 on the opposite side of the inner conductor. As a worst case we may assume that when B c 1 is exceeded, the material reverts to its normal state and effectively ceases to conduct. We then ask, how much of the inner conductor is rendered normal by the intense magnetic field? Or equivalently, we may ask at what point in the inner conductor does the field strength drop below B c 1 ? If this distance is small relative to the diameter of the inner conductor then we can argue that the non-conducting region may be ignored (assumed absent or ablated) with little total effect on the field. For analytical purposes, this scenario corresponds to levitating the inner conductor assuming some initial displacement (and thus, non-infinite field strengths). We now determine the separation at which enough force exists for levitation while the the peak magnetic field is maintained below B c 1 . [19] .
Consider FIGURE 8 which is a logarithmic plot of the maximum force versus displacement for a coaxial cable with outer conductor radius 3.6 times that of the inner conductor. The abscissa differs slightly from that of FIGURE 7 in that zero displacement corresponds to the inner conductor in contact with the outer conductor and a displacement of 1 implies the inner conductor is centered.
INSERT FIGURE 8
Again assuming that a =.22mm and b =.79mm, the inner conductor weighs approximately 0.01 newton/meter. If we assume a critical field of B max =0.06 Tesla, then the corresponding normalized force in FIGURE 8 is ∼ ∼3.5×10 −4 . We thus find that initial displacements above ∼ ∼10
−5 b will allow the inner conductor to be lifted toward center. A displacement of 10 −5 b corresponds in this case to an initial offset only 79 Angstroms. Thus, using the argument of the preceding paragraph, levitating the inner conductor into place from initial rest should not prove to be a problem.
SIGNAL/NOISE AND MAXIMUM REPEATERLESS DISTANCE
An important figure of merit for any transmission medium is the distance a signal may travel and still be correctly detected at the receiver. Aside from pulse spreading, the relevant factors are 1. acceptable error rate, ε 2. receiver noise, n R 3. intrinsic transmission medium noise, n m 4. signal power at receiver, P s 5. signal attenuation with distance, α
Error Rate and Noise Sources
Let us assume that all noise processes are white and gaussian over the frequency band of interest. Furthermore, set the acceptable bit error rate (BER) to 10 −9 . The signal power to noise power ratio (SNR) necessary to achieve this BER is approximately 36 (on/off keying) [20] . If we assume a receiver whose impedance is matched to the impedance of the cable, we obtain a receiver noise power of n R = kT∆f (24) where k is the Boltzman constant (1.38×10 −23 J / o K), T is the temperature and ∆f is the signal bandwidth [21] .
Since large D.C. currents are necessary to magnetically support the inner conductor of the coaxial cable, we may expect in the worst case a noise contribution from statistical variation in the D.C. current, I dc (shot noise). This noise will manifest itself to the receiver by its accompanying electric field (voltage) of magnitude V =I noise Z cable where
The RMS value of I noise is √   2qI dc ∆f where q =1.602×10 −19 coulomb is the electronic charge.
Thus,
Power Capacity of Cable
Electrical arcing and critical field, B c 1 limit the power which may be carried by the cable. From section 4.1 we see that a field of .013T will the hold the inner conductor (b =0.79mm, a =0.22mm) to within 10% of center. This D.C. field of .013T corresponds to a D.C. current of 13.5A (Appendix A).
The E field should not exceed the breakdown field of air (3.0×10 6 V/m [11] ) which, if
we allow a factor of 2 margin, suggests E sig ≤1.5×10 6 V/m. Likewise, let the critical field, B c 1 have a theoretical value of .06T. With .013T used to support the inner conductor and again assuming a safety factor of 2 we obtain B sig ≤.024T. (27) we have,
Thus, the power is electric field limited.
The total signal power carried by the coaxial cable with peak field E sig =1.5×10 6 V/m is then [12] ,
Maximum Repeaterless Distance
The total signal to noise ratio is
Assuming a temperature of T =300 o K and a signal bandwidth of ∆f=10 11 Hz, equation (24) gives n R =4.14×10 −10 Watts. If I dc =13.5A and b / a=3.6 then n I =3.32×10 −5 Watts. Therefore, the available signal to noise ratio is limited by the D.C. current shot noise. Evaluation of equation (30) yields
Thus, for a BER of 10 −9 a link margin of 1.39×10 6 = 61.4dB is obtained. This implies that a 100GHz signal (which by FIGURE 6 has 0.1dB/kilometer attenuation) may travel ∼ ∼614km without amplification or that the cable may be tapped 10 6 times in principle.
DISCUSSION
Comparison to Normal Superconductors
It is worthwhile to note some of the differences between the new superconductors and the old (aside from transition temperature). For example, consider Niobium (Nb), and Lead (Pb) [1] : 0.39×10
0.37×10
Of particular importance are the differences in skin depth, λ 0 , and resistivity, σ n 0 , since they affect the loss, α, as given by equation (18) . For a given coaxial structure operating at a given frequency and temperature (normalized to T c ) the relative loss is given on the last line of Table 1 . We see that the older superconductors with their more shallow skin depths and higher normal conductivities would have about the same loss as the newer high temperature superconductors although the mechanism by which the low loss is achieved is different for the lower temperature superconductors. Specifically, their shallow penetration depth offsets their high conductances, whereas for the high T c material, its markedly lower conductance offsets its larger penetration depth. Also note that a superconductor like Niobium is more suited to the levitation process since its critical field is substantially larger.
Mechano-Electric Considerations
The interactive effects of mechanical vibration and electrical signal variation, (i.e., temporal signal variation) may cause instabilities in the mechanical support. Vibration will certainly cause spurious electrical signal propagation as well as possible mechanical instability.
The issue of mechano-electric coupling is probably not troublesome, however. By examining FIGURE 7 we see that the restoring force acting on the mass of the inner conductor may be modeled by a Hookean spring attached to a mass. For b =0.79mm, a =0.22mm and 10% displacement we find the necessary current to be 13.5A. The spring constant value 4 is then k =126.6 (newton/m)/m. The mass of the inner conductor is m =9.88×10 −4 kg/m. Therefore, the mechanical resonant frequency of the system is f res =√   k / m /2π ∼ ∼ 60Hz. Thus, if signal components below say, 100Hz, are prohibited (filtered), then the problem of introducing instability into the mechanical support by electrical signal variation should be eliminated and likewise any spurious signal due to mechanical resonances near 60Hz would be ignored.
However, environmental vibrations near the resonant frequency could prove troublesome since they might introduce mechanical instability or possibly impedance variations along the cable which could foster dispersion. Since environmental vibrations in the tens of Hz range are likely, some means of either isolating the cable and/or damping the resonant response may be necessary.
A strictly mechanical consideration is the stiffness of the inner conductor. If the inner conductor is stiff, then any bending of the cable will force the inner conductor against the sheath wall at some point further along the cable (since the magnetic levitation force would be unable to overcome the inner conductor stiffness). Thus, the inner conductor should be flexible.
A Brief Comparison to Optical Fiber Communication
The results of our analysis beg a comparison to lightwave communications. Thus, FIGURE 9 shows plots of theoretical bit rate vs. distance for an optical fiber and the superconducting coaxial cable. Theoretically, superconducting coaxial cable compares favorably with currently available optical fiber [22] for point-to-point transmission at 100GHz. At 10GHz, ________________ 
k is taken from the slope of the force versus displacement curve at zero displacement.
however, where optical fiber is loss limited, coaxial cable loss is still proportional to f 2 . Thus, superconducting coaxial cable has the potential to carry multi-GHz bandwidths over tens of thousands of kilometers.
INSERT FIGURE 9
Coaxial cable also has the advantage of being able to support a large number of taps (10 6 ) owing to its large signal to noise ratio. 5 Currently, the number of taps in a fiber optical system is limited to hundreds [23, 24] . This feature might be useful for distribution in a local area network. In addition, rapidly tunable (frequency agile) receivers and transmitters are currently available in the 100GHz frequency range for electronics whereas no such devices yet exist for optical communications. Nonetheless, whether these seeming advantages can simplify the design of certain types of communication systems is not presently known.
Furthermore, consider that any communications application such as a local area network would probably require room temperature (or higher) superconductors, and that in addition, a host of other difficult material processing problems be solved. Nonetheless, it is interesting to consider the possibilities especially in light of the intense superconducting materials research effort.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a coaxial cable constructed from the new high T c superconductors could in principle carry high information rates over large distances (100Gbit/s over 600km, 10Gbit/s over 60, 000km). A generous link margin of 60dB (100 GHz at 10 −9 bit error rate) would allow up to 10 6 taps in principle. The primary feature of the cable design is the support of the inner conductor by magnetic forces. This innovation allows the exclusion of dielectric material for the mechanical support and thereby greatly reduces loss. Such a cable might find utility in long-distance repeaterless communications or in a distributed local area network where low loss, high bandwidth and the ability to provide a large number of taps are important.
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